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-- RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION OF JET PLUME
EFFECTS ON AN O.OIO-SCALE MODEL (75-0TS) OF THE i
SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED VEHICLE IN THE g X 7_FOOT
i
LEG OF THE NASA/AMES UNITARY WIND TUNNEL (IA82B) ,
by li
P. J. Hawthorne, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
This document presents resul_ of a wind tunnel test of the Rockwell
International Space Shuttle Mated Vehicle in the NASA Ames Research Center
at Moffett Field, California. The test is identified as IA82B and was
6
/
conducted in the 9 X 7-foot leg of the Ames Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.
The primary test objective was to define the base pressure environ-
ment of the first and second stage mated vehicle in a supersonic flow
field from Mach 1.55 through 2.20 with simulated rocket engine exhaust
• plumes. The secondary objective was to obtain the pressure environment
of the orbiter at various vent port _ocations at these same freestream
conditions. The tertiary objective of the test was the definition of the
\
Mach number environment around the base of the model with rocket plumes
simulated,
Data were obtained at angles of attack from -4° through +4" at zero
yaw, and at yaw angles from -4° through +4" at zero angle of attack, with
rockeL plume sizes varying from smaller than nominal to much great(_rthan
nominal. Failed Orbiter engine data w(.r(,al_o obtained. _]evon himle
I moments and vpingpartelload data w(_r,,ul)l,lineduring a11 run_.
iii
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a speed of sound;m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressurecoefficient;(Pl " P®)/q
M MACH Mach number;V/._
p pressure;N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamicpressure;I/2pV2, N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
i
RN/L RN/L unit Reynoldsnumber;per m, per ft t
V velocity;m/sec, ft/sec
ALPHA angle of attack,degrees
13 BETA angle of sideslip,degrees
PSl angle of yaw, degrees
p mass density;kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference& C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2, ft2
bREF BREF referencespan;m, ft
b model span; m, ft
=- .......... c.g. centerof gravity
_REF LREF referencelength,m, ft
_ mean aerodynamicchord;m, ft
i_ Sw SREF wing area or referencearea; m2, ft2







XMRP moment referencepoint on X axis
YMRP moment referencepoint on Y axis
I'
ZMRP moment referencepoint on Z axis
ATsRB SRB nozzle throatarea, in2
2
ATMPS MPS nozzle throatarea, in
bw BW wing bendingmoment,about Yo = I06., in-lbf
CBw CBMW wing bendingmoment coefficient,about Yo = I06
Ce CE elevon referencelength,in
J
Chei CHEI inner elevonhinge momentcoefficient,about shinge line
Che° CHEO outer elevonhinge momentcoefficient,abouthinge line
CNw CNW wing panel normal force coefficient
Cpi CPi surface_ap pressurecoefficient,i = tap number
CTw CTMW wing torsionmoment coefficient,about Xo = 1307
6ei ELV-IB inboardelevon deflection,degrees
6eo ELV-OB outboardelevondeflection,degrees
'. cMPS EPSLNO expansionratio,MPS nozzle
CSRM EPSLNS expansionratio,SRM nozzle
ET ET externa|tank
hei HEI inner elevonhinge momentabout hinge line,in-lbs
16




heo HEO outer elevonhinge moment about hinge line, in-lbs ,
ALE LAMBDA leadingedge sweepangle, deg. i
Ps PS staticpressure,psia
ei nozzleplume boundaryexit angle measuredrelative
to the nozzlecenterline
ML ML local Mach number
Mll localMach number for Orbiterrake (P142 and IPl)
Ml2 localMach number for Orbiterrake (Pl41and IP2)
$
Ml3 local Mach numberfor Orbiterrake (IS3and IP3) /
Ml4 local Mach numberfor Orbiterrake (IS4and IP4)
Ml5 localMach numberfor Orbiterrake (IS5and IPS)
Ml6 localMach number for Orbiterrake (IS6and IP6)
Ml7 localMach numberfor Orbiterrake (IS7 and IP7)
M21 localMach number for externaltank rake
(P225and 2Pl)
M22 local Mach number for externaltank rake
(2S2and 2P2)
M23 local Mach numberfor externaltank rake
__. (2S3 and 2P3)
M24 localMach number for externaltank rake
(P231and 2P4)
M31 localMach number for SRB rake (3Sland _Pl)












I. _ S_mbol Definition
M33 localMach number for SRB rake (3S3and 3P3)
I
M34 localMach numberfor SRB rake (3S4and 3P4) j
M35 localMach numberfor SRB rake (3S5and 3P5)
M36 localMach numberfor SRB rake (3S6and 3P6)
MPS MPS main propulsionsystem
nw NW wing panel normal force - I bf




Pco PCORB Orbiterchamberpressure,psia ...
Pcs PCSRM SRM chamberpressure,psia
Pei PEi nozzleexit, i indicatesnozzle location,psia
PL PL local static pressure,psia
P® PO tunnelfreestreamstaticpressure,psla
Pt PT tunnelfreestreamtotal pressure,psia
. Pti PTi local total pressureat ith probe,psia
Pco/P._ MPSCPR Orbiterchamberto freestreampressureratio
Pcs/% SRBCPR SRB chambertn free_tr,ampres_.ureratio










SRB SRB .solid rocket.boo',Ll.,r
J
SSME SSM,S ._pdceshuttle main (,I_,livl,,';
TT TTP, average tunnel tota] L('HiIJ('r,Itur,'"R
TTORB TTORB Orbiter plume air t(_t,iIt(:mper,ltur_,,"R
TTsRM TTSP,M SRM plume air total temperature, "R
Tw TW wing panel torsion moment, in-lbf
_vSRB SRB nozzle weight flow rate, Ib/sec
o
WMps MPS nozzle weight flow rate Ib/sec t'
Subscri_
i - Nozzle number,
.... 1 = Top MPS nozzle,
2 = L.H. MPS nozzlf,,
3 = R.H. MPS nozzlu,
4 = L.H. SRB nozzle:,
5 = R.H. SRB nozzle,
or:
." i = surface tap number';,_,t_:figure 2i
= freestream tunnel (.or|diti(_ns
b = base
l = local
s = static conditimv,
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Ad,ti I i(Jr,', i
Plot
SXIT,bc01 S_mb9.]" .De.f.i .nj_tt!on
XCp/_REF XWCP/L wing center of pressure as a fraction of i.,body Iength
YCp/bREF YWCP/B wing center of pressure as a fraction of
body span
Aaei DELVIB incremental 'inboardelevon deflection, degrees
A6eo DELVOB incremental outboard elevon deflecti(m, (h;!Ir_'os
aCp DCP incremental surface tap pressure coefficient
ACBw DCBMW incremental wing bending moment coefficient,
about Yo = I06
ACTw DCTMW incremental wing torsion moment coefficient,
about Xo = 1307
ACNw DCNW incremental wing panel normal force coefficient
AChei DCHEI hinge moment coefficient increment for inboard elevondue to power/plume effect, power on- power off
AChe° DCHEO hinge moment coefficient increment for outboard elevon
due to power/plume effect, power on- power off
AXCp/_REF DXWCP incremental wing center of pressure as a fraction
of body length
aYCp/bREF DYWCP incremental winq center of pressure as a fraction
of body span
':_" CB PHI SRM base angle of roll, degrees
I @0 PHI Orbiter angle of roll, degrees
I @S PHI SRB Mach rake angle of roll, degrees
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[' S.ymboI Symbol Definition
XB XB SRM base longitudinal distance, in
X0 XO Orbiter 1ongltudinal di_,tance,in
YO YO Orbiter lateral distance, in /!
' Z0 ZO Orbiter vertical distance, in
• ..... XS XS SRB M_:h rake lungitudinal distance, in
XT XT external tank longitudinal distance, in
R radius of tap locatio., in
R/RoD R/ROD radius of tap location divided by outer radius
6
6BF BDFLAF body flap deflection ,_ngle,declrees
ar RUDDER rudder deflection angle,degrees
ae ELEVON elevon deflection angle, degrees
aSB SPDBRK speed brake flare angle, degrees
IPi IPi Orbiter Mach rakes, pitot taps (i = I to 7)
ISi ISi Orbiter Mach rakes, static taps (i = l to 7)
2Pi 2Pi external tank Mach rakes, pitot taps (i = I to 4)
2Si 2Si external tank Mach rakes, static taps (i _ ? to 3) '
3Pi 3Pi SRB Mach rakes, pitot taps (i = l to 6)
. 3Si 3Si SRB Mach rakes, static taps (i = 1 Lo 6)
; 21
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II:. NOMENCLATURE(Cone1ud_,d)
i'_ Plot
I_._" szmboL Sx.m_o1 D__f'ini_!o._o
i."Ii CABSRB CABSRB .solidrocketboosLerha._,_., force coefficienL ' /
i'i. CABET CABET externaltankbase axial force coefficient







1'-nl_t,_lrl ,tal:_ fnr _lat_ ',.t': (,,Ihl,,;,,',l ,_1 lhl_,, ,14l,_ I'u.',). I.h_ i
wind tunnel freestream M,_ch number wa,-. ',_,l, and the m.del nozz1_, hl_winq
system pressur(m wer_ t;_l. and allowed l:_ r,t,,_hil iz_. l're'.'_ure und panel
data were then recorded at each of the Five ,_/I_ combindtion'_,. Exceptions
l
to this procedure w_re dala sets RE6OU6. 009, 015. (118, 024. and 027.
where the plume air pressure was varied at ,_ _ _ = 0"
No difficulty was encountered in hle(,ding off the added mass of
model nozzle plume air from the tunnel circuit to maintain constant free-
, stream conditions. During data _ets RE60Ol through 27, pressure rakes
were mounted about the Orbiter, SRB, and ET bases. This data is pre-
' sented in both coefficient form and calculated local Ma_h numbers.
Data in data sets RE6091 through 099 were obtained with a MSFC pro-
posed base drag reduction ring epoxied on the rear of the tank model.
Good data confidence is assignable on the basis of model and instru-
mentation performance and running checks for anomalies made throughout
the test program.
Hinge moment data is good, ana wing normal force and bendinq moment
data are in reasonable agreement with prior data. Wing root tnrsional
moment data diffP.rfrom expected valuers. However, this differ(mcu is
primarily due to loads on the forward win(]glove (a primary contril_ution
to wing root torsional moment) which w(,r(,nnt measured by the in',trumen-
ration on the model.





sensitivity shifts were negliglble. The elevon zero returns were gen-
erally less than 0.3_ _ith zero shift of less than 0.4% except for data
G
sets RE6001 to 005, _8, 009, 019, 021, 022 and 023, where the zero shift
was 1.8% for the o .er elevon hinge moments. These values are for full J
scale ranges which were nominally 1.05 times the maximum test loads for








The model was a blade strutmountedO,OlO-scalereplicaof the
RockwellInternationalfirst stage (Orbiter,externaloxygenhydrogentank
and solid rocket boosters)Space ShuttleVehicle. The model was used to
simulatethe secondstage by the removalof the solid rocketboosters.
The model was fabricatedentirelyof Armco steel stock,with the
exceptionof mechanicalfasteners,seals,and electricalinstrumentation
by and under the directionof the B-I Divisionof RockwellInternational.
The basic Orbiterwas in accordwith RockwellInternationaldrawing
VL70-OOOI40Clines with the substitutionof the blunterVL70-08410and
VL70-08401OrbitalManeuveringSystem (OMS) pods on the upper sidewalls
I
and the eliminationof the drag chute fairingfrom the verticaltail, re- t
vertingto the prior drawing,VL7O-OOOI46A. This combinationhas been
designated- "140Cmodified'or VC70-000002.
The Orbiteris of blendedwing body designwith a double delta plan-
form (81/45ALE)12% thick wing and full spanelevonswith a six inch inter-
panel gap betweenthe independentlydeflectableinner and outer panels.
A singlecenterlineverticaltailwith rudderand/or speedbrakecapability
- is mountedbetweenthe two OMS pods, and a singlebody flap to aid in
trim controlduring reentryfrom orbit is fittedon the lower trailing
edge of the fuselage;the rudder/speedbrakeand body flaps are not de-
flectableon this model. The Orbiterconfigurationsimulatedis shown in
figure2b.





CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) i
drawing VC78-000002 for general confirmation. The attach hardware was on 1
drawing VL78-OOOO62B and is the same as fitted to model 52T. The tank was !
, j
of cylindrical cross-section and had a liquid oxygen vent valve housing
/
with lightning rod at the front of the 612.0" radius tangent ogive nose.
The outer surface simulated was what is referred so on later drawings as
the outside skin line which is the surface without the TPS thickness (SOFI)
added. The longeron hat section stiffners between the oxygen and hydrogen
portions of the ET were simulated, i
I
The general arrangement of External Tank is shown in Figure 2c.
The Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB) were modelled to conform to Rockwell
l
International drawing VC77-OOOOO2A with the exception that to maintain
consistency with model 88-S, the nozzle external contours were reflective
of the earlier VL77-000066 drawing with a nozzle gimbal point 86.8 inches
from the exit plane.
The SRB's are of cylindrical form with a flared base shielding the
nozzle and forward skirt with a conical nose. A data capsule on the for-
ward skirt, the cable systems tunnel and aft skirt stiffening struts were
simulated.
The general layout of an SRB is shown in Figure 2d.
The model was basically in accord with Rockwell International Shuttle 'I
Control drawing VC72-000002 with the exceptions noted, and may be properly
referred to as Modified Vehicle 4 ur proposed Vehicle 5.
The general layout of the first and second stage vehicles is shown
I
:-__ - ',"-_ cw__ ' - ,, "" " ",v +.,' ':' _ " ...... (j , '




in Figures 2a and 2e.
The Ames Unitary Tunnel high pressure air supply was utilized for cold
I
jet plume simulation of the jet plumes eminating from the Orbiter HPS and 'i
/i
SRB nozzles. The Orbiter MPS and the SRB nozzles were on each of two in-
dependent air supply systems which allow for separate throttling of each
nozzle system.
The blowing nozzles were test flowed in calibration programs at the
Rocketdyne Rocket Nozzle Test Facility to determine that a satisfactory
quiescent plume shape was produced, and to calibrate initial turning angle
versus chamber pressure. These calibrations were performed with an appro-
priate simulated air supply system, MPS or SRB, to most accurately re-
produce the quiescent plume shape that could be expected with the nozzle
mounted on the model, and consequently most accurately predict the
Newtonian plume to be obtained at tunnel freestream conditions.
The initial turning angle is defined in Figure 2m. Results of the
nozzle calibrations are tabulated in Table I_.
The plume shapes for various Hach numbers were obtained by using one
nozzle contour and setting specific values of _o/P or _i/P for each dif-
ferent Mach number. The nominal settings are presented in Tables IV and
V for the Orbiter and SRB nozzles.
The theoretical flow rates for HPS and SRB nozzle can be obtained












wMPS = .00098Pco Ib/secper MPS nozzle
wSRB = .0074Pcs Ib/secper SRB nozzle













-+_+!;I The nomenclature for the external oxygen hydrogen tank (T28) was:



































''•• . PSl5 SRB protuberances
_" PSI6 SRB protuberances
_ PT28 Drag ring on tank base
i":T i:.C
)-_i. The entiremated vehiclefirst stagewas 01 T28 $22, and the second
E._ stage was 01 T28.
|
z-- A drag reductionring on the tank basewas fittedfor some runs
i-7
!:'_.,; (data sets 91 through99). It is referredto in the nomenclatureas
PT28, run scheduleas drag ring, and is illustratedin Figure2n. No
nomenclaturesymbolhas been assignedit.
/











Two three-packscanivalvesmountedat the base of the bladewere used
to accruedata from 82 surfacepressuretaps, distributedas follows:
Location Number of Taps '
Orbiterbase 13 )
OMS pod base 4
Vertical l
Body flap 5




These pressuretaps were hardlinedto the connectionat the scani-
valve. The basic array of the pressuretaps is shown in Figures2fthrough
i.
The numberingscheme is lO0 series taps on the Orbiter,200 series
on the ExternalTank and 300 serieson the SRB's.
Total and staticpressuretaps were added on the base of the model to
measure local conditionsupstreamof the base. These are shown in Figures
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MODEL INSTRUMENTATION(Continued)
...........BO'd_fla_ s_atid.... 5
LH side of Orbiter,static I0
Orbiteraft corner,static 5
Orbiteraft corner,totals 5
-, Body flap, totals 2
Externaltank, static 33
Externaltank, totals 4
RH SRB bases, static 4
LH SRB skirt,static 6
LH SRB skirt,totals 6
i
The numberingschemefor the Mach rakes followsthe guidelinesfor
other taps with the middlecharacterdenotinga pitot (P) or static (S)
measurement,viz., IP2 is an Orbiterpitot tap. Followingdetermination
of local Mach, the model was replumbedto the originalpressuretap array.
The right handwing was made with the panel integralwith a three
componentstrain gaugedbeam to allow root bendingmoment,root torsion
momentand panel normalforce to be measured. The .015 inchgap to the
Orbiterfuselagewas not sealed.
The left hand wing panelwas rigidlyattachedto the fuselageof the
Orbiter,but was providedwith plain bearinghingeddeflectableelevon
with the inner and outer panelssupportedin torsionby individualstrain
gauged beams to allow elevonhinge moI1_entso be obtained. The elevon
T













gap with center]ineson the elevonhingelineso that the elevongap will i
remainconstantwith deflection. No attemptwas made to simulatethe ]
elevon flapperdoors.
To providesimilarmodel aeroelasticcharacteristicson both wings, i
the elevonarrangementon the right hand wing was identicalto the left
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IA82B was conducted in the Ames Research Center g x 7-foot Unitary
Wind Tunnel. This tunnel is a variable density, supersonic, continuous
flow type with an adjustable nozzle to permit supersonic testing over a ii
Mach number range continuously variable from 1.5 to 2.5. The nozzle is
of the asymmetric, sliding-block type in which the variation of the test i
section Mach number is achieved by translating, in the streamwise direc- i
tion, the fixed-contour block that forms the floor of the nozzle.
Models are supported by means of stings attachea to the wall-to-wall
strut/BOR system of the 9 x 7-foot tunnel.
Schlieren and shadowgraph equipment is available, as well as aadi- _'
#
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DATAREDUCTI@I
,', Local Mach numbers were calculated from pressure rake data ul.11izin!!
a numerical,,alutionof NACA TN-1135equations. The measuredproqsur(,0,
,
at each station(see Figures23 throughl for _tationdefinitions)wore
PL and PTi. if the localMach numberwas suhsonic(PL/PT_ 0.521_3),then I!
<+........; ML : .0 x [ PT 2/7-I]
,.
' If the local Mach numberwas supersonic(PLIPT< 0.5283), then: •
m.
PL (I 2 M2)3"5- - • 7.o_-1.
A tentative solution of the latter equation was used. Cases where PL/PT> ,+
+; l.O were assumed to be invalid points for calculation purposes.
i
The blowing systems were monitored at two nominal stations, upstream
r_ of the nozzle (chamberpressure)and at the nozzleexits. The ratiosof
chamber pressure to freestream static were computed:
Pco PCORB
: PO - MPSCP_
•" Pcs _ PCSRM
P® T = SRBCPR
• Pei PEi
i P® - P-O- : RPEi
_I The plume air total temperatures, TTORB and TTSRM were also recorded.
Pressure coefficients were computed a_ follows:
_',"
_J
, RF;PRODUCIBII,ITY OP TIIE
,, ,qPF<;l\ .%l,!_,%GIR18 PCX)R. |$
t
':"-- _ .... + " -----::" _..... 0001 TSC120000 -
i tf
I" ' DATA REDUCII(#t (ContJmm,I)
I' i - I',.,
q Pj
where:
l'i _ i ndJv Jdua1 muasur.d t,ressure,
For the base pressures,
i -- 101 - 114 (omit 106)





= 311 - 314 (62 pressures)
and for the vent location pressures,
i
i = 151 - 170 (20 pressures) ,.
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I
DATA REDUCTION(Concluded)
The fnllowinq reference dimnnsionr,were ij_md:
,S_Ij_bfj I M.o_d___!_.Sc_a_-I/.'V,_-_Ju_; FUJJ__..s._:dlc, .V_91u_,
b 9.3668 'in 936.68 in
Ce 0.901 in 9n.7C)in
4.748 in 4/4._0 in
Se 0.0210 ft:_ 21().0()ft"
Sw 0,2690 ft? 2690.0()ft_
bREF 12.903 in 1290.3 in
_'REF 12.903 in 1290.3 in
Note: Coefficient equations on previous page do not use the plot
reference block LREF (_,REF)and ,P,REF (bREF) values.
A11 the pressure plotted data figures for IA82C (DMS-DR-2219) are
presented in this report. For Figures 61 through ll6 and 120 through
122, test IA82B and IA82C were combined (Mach number ranges of 1.55 to
2.20 and 2.60 to 3.50_ respectively) Jnd plotted versus Mach number.











(p_r. ft x 10n) (pounds/sq.inch) (degreesFahrenheit)
- i .... L,
I. 55 ..... 4.0 .... .......6 42 120 ° nlax - j
2.0 3.5 5.40 120° max
2.2 3.3 4.78 120 ° max
i .- i J i
i
i . , .q , , , , _
0
., , _ p_
- ..,.. ,.I
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MODELCOMPONENT:LJ _omr - P.___......
t
GENERALDESCRIPTION:. n_,,,_'_,,-,,*_,'.,, l_,n n _ ,-,,.h_,_,- _',,==,=I,_,,.:M_R
_O0-RI,. Similsr to i_0 A/_ fusel_e except aft body revised a_1
improved mldbodv-w_n_-bou.t falrln__: _ = g_o to _ _ I0_40. I
Mon_. scats, 0.019 ........
vLTo-oooz_oc,'ooo2o_.c,-ooo2o_A,-ooo2oos,-ooo2o_.
DRAWINGNUMBER'
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Lep_th (II,(L: _ St,a. Xo--238),In. 1290.3 ]2.903. ,
Length (OML: _ Ste. X0--23_)1 Zzl. 12g_.'_ l_.q_
MaxWidth(@Xo = 1,_28.3)_ Zn. _ _ _._0




Max. Cross-Sectional ,.. 3)vl-F_P_ ---. _031_09
Planform .....
Wetted i | I




MODELCOMPONENT: eANOI:_- c, _ ..............
4*** t
GENERAL DESCRIPTION C.onft_lLrattonl_O e., orbiter canooY, vehicle
_abln No.. 3L updated to _CR 2OO-R h. U_ed wlth fuselage B_.
J
, . ii | i i | - . .
MODEL SCALE. O.O10
DRAWINGNUMBER_ __VL70-O001._OC,-000202Ba -000204 . j
1
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODELSCALE i
" '1Length (Xo= 43_.6k3-ST8),:l.n. 143.357..... i._3_,
1
Max Width (@ Xo = 5].3.127), In. ., 1_.2..1,12. , 1.521_ ... i
MaxDepth (Zo=501to 449.39),In. 51.61 o.516 _-- 1
t





Welted i iiii i • 0 10
_OSe . ' .... t ''
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t,,- ,,- ........................................................-........" 00000001-TSD09
. . .° ... • . ,......-, . ..:':. _ ..
TABLE Ill (Cont'd)
MODELCOI_ONENT: ELEVON - E&2i l l _ _ _ -- ]
" GENERALDESCRIPTION: Elevon for confi_uration lhOC. Hin2.eline_t ,
X_ = i_87, eleven split line X = 312.5. 6,0" _anst beveled ed_e_, add.
v _
centerb,_ies.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 li
DRAWINGNUMBER: g_70-OOOlJ,OC.-006089, -006092, SS-A01260
,.._ DIMENSIONS: (Data for One Side) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft2 210.0 o.021
Span (equivalent) , In. 3&g.2 3.&92
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 118.0 1.180 ,
s"
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55.19 0.552
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.20?6 0.20?6
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.4004 O.&ooL_
i,. Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge o.o __ o.o
!. TaiIing Edge - ]o.056 -10.o'>6
__ O.OO __ O-O_i', Hingelin r'ro4uctof Area _ e) "'
"" Area Moment (_ne), Ft3 15_'7.P._.
Mean Aerodyrmmic Chord, In. 90./ O.907
Hinp.elin,_dih,:dral(ori_,inat




Iu.z nz (cow,,D) I
MODELDIMENSIONALAT,
!
MODELCOMPONENT: Rnnv _rJm - _,,, . [
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (_qnf_,ratton 11_3C _ body _Llr p. _LI.g4f,IP,,LI=i;i_..,,.





M_.9.0D_Se E_ O.plO .... :
w,*
DRAWINGNUMBER' _ w.7o-oool_lOe, v'LTo-35f,111= ....
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
S
P ,*
Length (Xo=1525,5 to Xo:_!6].3),In. /_7-_, 0.8.?_.
Max Width (@ L.E., Xo = 1525.5),In.,__.?.3_QO._._ 2.560, ..,
Max Depth(X° = 1532), Zn. 19-79_ ..___O.J____
. Fineness Ratio .... , ._ -.
Area - Ft.2
Max. Cross-Sectional (@_[.L.) "_$.lqfi -- .00352
Planform ! _5 .nK'_, . .q_:_50
Wetted ..... "
Base (Xa = 1613) h.89 .r_l)(_'.,
L, I
RP_'RODUCI_ILTryOP 'r_,
' ORItI_NAL PAGE IS !'()o1¢ IJ
I....... ... O00000"l-':"S D :' 1u. 1
zzz(mee,=)
MODELDIMENSIONALDATA
MODELCOMPONENT:_-_ M,£.......... , ................
GENERALDESCRIPTION: eO_J._r_t_or, _C Orbit, r pM_pod - _h_,t ,_d.
- ....., =, i , _--..-- _=
I
M_Ttl_. .¢V_AT.__. __ t_l t__.... , , /
DRAWINGNUMBER: g'L"/t3.t'_l . _rLTn.t'_PJ_l_l .......o
DIMENSIONS: FULLSCALE MODELSCALE
Length (OHS l_d St.s Xo=1310.5),In ` , _/L_ _._/_
Max Width (@ Xo = 151.1), In. ,, 1"_;__ .... 1 _(,-q
-- s"
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1511), In. 7b.-Tn , n-T/iT ,,
Fineness Ratio _-_/_ ;-_
Area - 1;'t2
Max. Cross-Sectional 58.86_ , 0.00589
Plonform .....
Wetted .........
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).; MODELCO)',PO_IEtlT:_ _LmD_I_- B5 ....
1;, •






e J e in
, t
DIMEXSlONS11 FULL-SCALE MODELSCALr ..I,., ,, -- " _ , • n "
Area - Ft 2 _ O. 0100_
, i i
Span(equivalent) , I-. . P..ol.oo . 2,o10
Inb'dequivalentchord, In. _' 0.916 ,#.
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 50.833 0._' _
Ratiomovablesurfacechord/
totalsurfacechord
At Inb'dequiv,chord .. o._30 o.4oo_ •
f
.L.: At Outb'd equiv, chord o._(X}, o._)0
SweepBack-Angles,degrees
Leading Edge ., ._4.83_ 34.83 .
HingelIne _" ._2b/83....
AreaMoment_ Proauetof ;_rent,_d_),Ft3 _ _.._(_1(_,,.,
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TAm, '_' III (_f)_'D)
HODEL DI :St| ]IUN_,L f_-,.TA
- MODE'LCOt4t-_Nr.ff£: MPI] NO;C'LLE.] - N_,I






i DIMenSIONS: FULL _']C,.LE MUDLI. ZCAI,2;!
_'1 MACH NO. 1.5_. ,'.
2. n. ?
Len6Ln- ]..
Gimbal Pui.ut be l']Xlt Plane _.l,h'c_
" . Throat to Exit Plaue l_t.b5 %.blO
l_.ame t.er - In.
- I Exl_ . _,o.435 0._)44
Throat 23 _qoo _ _q ,
Inlet "
- Area - ft"
Exi t /4h. _37 O. o0k46
Throat _ _. ,27h n_cw'_gp.97




Zo ,,443.o0 1_ _ao
Lo'_r Nozzles
"<o i_,_. _._ ._i4.-O,'i'__.
Yo + b-_._O _ + ___i)____
" ;;1 z° - "i4,2.L_i _ __._
' .ii Null Po,;ition - D_G.
Upper Nozzle
Piteh ._b_ _o _
Yaw __o__ . ._i_
Ix)_,u r Nozzle
-- PIt ch _,Q':' ._Io°
Y_w ___:_ 0 °





MODEL GOMPO_L_NT: NOZZLES - N_9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .OM3 pozzi_ In n_a pnnlt,1_._4_h 4_ _,,+_e=r_8 _eZ °n_- _-_--_--
Yde_;from null posltIQD, _Uu_e%_[thMl£. _ _ .................
I_3DELSCA/_, = 0.010 ........ ;
DRAWING NO. ss-AoI2?9
DIMENSIONS FULL SeALE MODEL SCALE
Ma_h No. I._ _ _?.,_ , _
Length~ in.
6"
OimbalPointt,o Exit_e _ ._
e







Gimlml Point (station)~ in.
Io ._.c_







I MODEL DIMENSIONAL _%TA
MODEL COMPONE%[_: VERTICAL - V @..... .
OE_ DESCRIPTION: Co_fl;_urstlon I_OC_ orblf.e_ ver+.4onl _ql
(identical to confia_ratlon 140A/B vertleal 4:s'11_..
53




_ENERA'.DESCRXgTZON: ConfJ_,uration l_OC _ orb'_ter _-t._. _#CR 200-RJ:. ,_I_|I.. _.
, II_OA/B wipz ,k'.$but..%-lth rmfln_m.n_n, Im_.nv.a. .. _ ....1._,_.m4A_a... ?._r4..
, (X_ = 9hO to X_ = lOhO); e!eyon sDllt llne relocatedfrom Yc=281 to Y_=_L_._.
_,.,om_r.Rr,AT,R. 0i.0..1.0 ...........




Planform . 2_c_ .o0 _..__.
Span (Theo In. " 936.68 _9._668
Aspect Ratio _ 2.2651 2.265 _
Rate of Taper I.iT? 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.20O 0.200 .
DihedralAngle, degrees - _..5oo _.5oo
IncidenceAngle,degrees o._oo o.Sog
: Aerodynamlc Twist, degrees . _.ooo
i Sweep Back Angles, degeees
Leadtng Edge _,__nr_ _ moo
Trail IngEdge _ ]_-nSf, --ZIZ.C65._.-.
• O.ZS ElementLine _, qq:_nq . _35 ?rip __ ,
Chords:
Root (Theo) B,P,O,O, _;Ro._l_ __.6_,8,9_,_..
Tip, f,Theo) B,P, _v. 8_ _I...._T_.._.
MAC -- _.._ ... • _._._'I__Fus, Sta, of .2S _ 11_ _3° W.P. of .25 MAC _on_=_._ ___._._..
B,L, of .25 MAC , l_._ 3 ..__,88_J.....
EXPOSEDDATA
" Adea _l"neo) Ft 2 1_ ko
Span, (Theo) In. BPI08 _ _._..20_L._.
Aspect Ratio _.o_o _ _:n_9 _
Taper Ratio __ 9_1_ .
Chords
Root BPI08 _6_.o_ _._._.62_L_..
Tip 1.00 b _7.8_
MAC _gP.a_ .
Fus. Sta. of .2S MAC
W.P. of .2S MAC ;_>c,;,.",)
• B.L. of .ZS MAC _
Airfoil Section (Roc_._e11l_d liAnA)
XXXX-_4
Root. b = _ o.iz3 O.z,l_ _ /T
b • 0.12 0.12
Tip "_" _
Data for (I) of (2) Stdes I
Lead,'nqEd;e Cuff
P_an¢c_,"1A_.a F_;_ 13?. I;_
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IMoD_. DI_SlO_ m_
MODEL COMI:ON_NT: FAIRING - FRIO




DRAWING NO. : VL78-O00063, -OOOO_Bj Martin _riet_ 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCAL_









GENERALDESCRIPTION'. _=e as • exeunt 1,_.
• i ii i| i i i
DRAWINGNUMBER' _v_72-oooz43D: v_78-0o0o6_ ....
(DLmenstons are to t_ stz_ctuz_l 0_, Tt_3 not included)
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODELSCALE
t
'
Length, In. 1_._75 , 18,1+_
Max Width _ ]_ameter_ In. _ -rX) _. _0
klox Depth .. ,
Fineness Ratio _. _,Sv _. 687
t
Area - Ft 2 , , ,
Max. Cross-Sectional ...L _?" _L... ... Q:oS_L._.
Hanform •
Wetted , , ,
Base .... ,








I_AWINO NO.: VL78-OOOO6_. VL78-OOOO_B




Zo _7.9_ 2.6v5 ,
xT 2058.00 20.58o
$
YT "' 125.68. (LH) -1.257 "
125.68 (P/{) 1.257
zT _1_.5 5.155
#_ Xo 1317 nn 13-17n
zo . ._._ (_)- n9_5
Zo
XT 1872.00 18.720
fT - 125.68 (Lll)- 1.257
125.68 (Ku_ 1.257
zq, 504.5 5.045





MODELCOMPOREI_: ATTACH_ - AT31 , '
GENERALDESCRIPTION: Rear _T to SRB attach structure (LH and RH), 3 members
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL _WlNG: i
DRAWINGNOo: _fLT@-OOOO6_.-OOO06aB,-000066
DD_I_JXONS: _ FULL SCALE MODEL SC$LE t
- 171,.5Q (LHI._._L5 __
.____( mO 1.vls
_57.oo _.576• _ 1 _1n
_s .... 53"_ n-5_J'--
Zs 57.00 _ O-_Te
#2 _ 2os8.oo 20._8o_
• XT _ - 1.6_9
zT _._.Q,8]_ _ 4._.q8 D I






Y_ _.___ll.2,,_ _ o.5_
z_' - sv.oo - o._7o
t
: ......... --_7-!7 '-:_T-'_ _ ',.. o " -- ...................... "'_'_' '_ "_'-'' "'_:"_'-_":---%........ ,--".............. "':, ..,,, " '" -"" "
00000001-TSE07
iq
) MODEL DIMERBIOIt_L DATA
MODEL COMPORERT: ATTACH S_RUCTURE - AT_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: For_-.rd orbiter/ET a_tacb structure (2 member structure)
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL [P,_WING NO. : j
DRAWING NO. : _L'ZS-oooo_B: Martln Marietta _26002091_
DIME_IOR3: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Member #I-: Xo 388.i__ . 3. 882 .--
.ad
Yo 0.0 0.0
Zo LWR _ LWR LML
Member #2..; .... XT _
YT _ - . D
Xo !129.9 ii.2')9 . .
Yo _. ---_--
__._-_ .... _.__






": .... -- 00000001-TSE06
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MODEL DI_I#SIONAL DATA , i
MODEL COMPONEq_: ET PROTUEEK_/_CE- PTI2
GE)_2_L DESCRIPTION: Lightning rod at_ched to ET nose.
, u
MODEL SCALE: 0.O10 i
DRA_G NO. : VL78-OOOO68B /
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE i
Le_t2_ - In. 30.90 O. 309 i





I _ xn (oo_,],)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL I_TA
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PT_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left-hand electrical conduit line on T28.
J
MODEL SCALE: O.010 J
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, W_78-OOOO6a_
DD_ENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading ed6e at: XT iO8_.333 i0.843
_T - 99.59l - 0.996
ZT - 139.620 - 1.396
_aili_ edge at: xT 2058.00 _.580
G
•_ - 99.59l-0.996
ZT - 139.620 - 1.396
Conduit size: 2.0 x 6.0 0.02 x 0.06
Centerline of line located radially at _ = 35.5°
6]




<'°,._.. ' ":'"-_ " ' ° ' ' 00000001-TSE11
:[Ix (_m_'m)
I Mom_ DIMENSIONAL_TA
MODELcom_o_: u_a _CZRCULA_ONLZ_ - _e_
GENERAL DJ_SCRIPrION: L_ reclrcul_tion line on T28.
J
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 t
DRAWING NO.: VL78-O00063, VL78-OOOO62B, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SC;J_E MODEL SCALE
Leadin8 edge at: XT 1040.667 10.407
YT - 94.169 - 0.942
[mo.934 5. o9
Trailin_ edge at: XT 2062.920 20.629
J
YT - 70.00 - 0.700 .'
ZT 573.934 5.739
Diameter of line 4.00 O.040
Centerline of line located radially at _ = 33045'




MODEL COMPONENT: EL_C'I_ICAL LINE - PT_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right-hand aft electrical condu_t line on T_8
with L_ pressure sen_or line and LO_ vent valve actuI_t,,"l_ne. I
MODEL SCAI_: 0.010 i
I
DRAftINGS NO'.: VL78-000063, VL78-OOOO62B, Martln Marletta 82600_07000
I
DIMENSIONS: FULL :=C;/_ MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: XT 1084.333 10.843
YT 99.591 0.996
ZT 139.620 i. 396
#
Trailing edge at" XT 20_8,00 20.580 ,,
YT oo._.591 0.996
ZT 139.620 I.396
Conduit size 2.0 x 6.0 0.020 x 0.06
Centerline of llne located radially at _ = 35.5°
!.
UUUUUUU/ lOL/O




MODEL COMPONENT: _CTRICAL LINE - _7 i




DRAWING NO. : VL78-OOOO62B
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE M_)X/HLSCJ_L_:
Leading edge at: XT 360.733 3.60"(
_T u.. 5_9 o._5
zT _m._74 _._5
Trailing edge at: XT 876.273 8.';63 ,'
YT 226._I_ 2.2b_
ZT 646.774 o.468





;, MODEL DIMK_SIORAL DATA
"" MODELCON2ON_gI': Fk_.'N._I_ - 1_10
GENERALDESCRIPTION: LK2 feedltne on upper left-hand side of T28.
MODEL SCALE: 0.O10 , , 1
1
DRAWING NO." VL78-000063,VL78-OOOO6aB /'
: DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE,
E. Leading edge at: _T 2071._ 20.7L5
- YT - 70.0 - 0.700 :
-4
i. _ 573.934 5.7_ '_
• Trailing edge a%: XT 2081.8 20.818
_T - 70.0 -o.7oo
S
I ,e
_ .,,,,_.o59 5.8_1 "
_, Dlemeter of line (17.0 I.D.) 18.160 0.16
67
"....._' ' "_:;..,,',,._,._.,_._....,.,_,_,_._,; _.i_'%, :!_;-_''..... t-_.L.,'", ...... ',_i [ :" .........o _-.--'...., .,
0oooo0o--TS F02
MODKL DIMENSIORAL DATA
MODEL COMPONET_: FEEDLIRE: - FLII
GENERIJ_DESCRIPTION: LO2 feedlIne on upper rigJat-handof T28. !




DIMENSIONS- FULL SCALE MODE% SCALE I
Lea_ln_ edge at. XT 1000.667 10.007
xT 70.oo o.7oo "_
z_ Lw. 519 1.5o5
Traili_ edge at: XT 2071.5 20.715 ,
¥T 70.00 O.700 ,I
ZT 573.934 5.739 +







1 MODEL COMPONENT :,. BOOSTER SOLIDROCKET MOTOR - _ _ J
GENERALDESCRIPTION'__e _SRMis an external DroDuls:Yon system ]
which is jettisoned and recoverable after burnout The BSRM's can be ' "_
refurbished and re_aed after recovery, l it
MOD_,.aea_. o.ozo i
,i
DRAWING NUMBER • VC77-OOOOO2, VCTO-OOOOQ2 1




Max Width, _nk Dia., In. _ 1.460
Max Depth, Aft shroud dia., In. _r_q o_ _ nno
Fineness Ratio _- _76 .__
Area - Ft 2
IBI







j NP of BSRM centerllne (ZT) 400.00 4.C0 ;
FS or BSa4 nose (X?) 7%3.0 7._30 i
BP of BSF_M centerllne (YT) 250.5 2.505 1
t_.






MODEL COMPONENT : SRB PRO'nJ_E'_NCE_ - P_.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : m_,,..,.4,,._ _,,..;._ _,_ _Rn .t_: _n _,._ t,_,__r
le_din_ ed_e_ clrcu_ar cross-section with mountln_ flange• Tunnel •
discontinued from XB = 1504.25 to 1517.75.| , ,
!
•MODEL SC_E: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AOI281
DRAWING NUMBER' vc'77-ooooo2&
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length , In. 1_E_,57 i_._6
Max Width 1 ?.nn n .1 _n
I
J













MODEL COMPONENT: CIRCD_E/_ZAL STXFFr,NER - PSRI
GEMERAL DESCRIPTION: Four-ri_ stiffeners located at aft end of the





D]24ENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Heisht 4.7 0.0_7








'_ , . --
"_--__"_.... " "" "_":_' O0000001-TSF07
(TAEJ Ill (CO_T'D)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL _TA
MODEL COMPO_EI_: SRB PROTUBERANCE - I_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION" Tie-down fixture on aft skirt. Total of four
mounted @ 30 de_ to the vertical _ centerline.
J
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 /
DRAWING NO.: VC77-000002
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leadlng ed6e @ XB = 1855.2 18.552
Trailin5 edge @ XB = 1925.2 19.252
Width, maximum , In. 14.5 O.145
Heisht, maximum 9.0 0.090 ,
Plan taper 12o 12o
OAC 70.0 O.700







c M0_DkLDIMENSIONAL DATA '
:,,F" GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two ring stiffeners located at aft end of solid
rocket boosters. The stiffener is curved L-beam.
!_ MODEL SCALE: O.OiO
!" DRAWING NO.: VU77-000002
L_
:_: DIMENSIONS:
_" FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE| ,
i:': Height, In.














,_ .-', I', , _,',',.a_'._ ):',", " '. .... '--"
.... 00000001 -TSF09
MODEL DIMENSIOI_AL Ila.TA
MODEL COMPONENT: CLRCI_FERENTIAL STIFFENER - PSi3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ring stiffener locatcd at the point where the
skirt flares. The atlffener is I-beam.
ti
MODEL SCALE: O.O10
DRAWING NO. : _-000002
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Height, In. 6.50 0.065
Lensth_ In. _.00 0.040
Location: XB = 1833.70
i
75
'"- ° ' " '_ 00000001 TSF1o -"
lI,XOD_DIMENSXONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: Data capsule and CAMERA - PSI5 i
GENEB/L DESCRIPTION: Cylinder located on forward skirt of SRB I
containing camera and data storage equipment3 mounted longitudinally. "
t
1
MODEL SCALE: O.O10 I
DP/WING NO. : VC77-000002 , i
I
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCILE




" '"' 00000001 TSF1t½ . . _.-:.• _.
i ";!!i_ .
MODELDIMENSIONALDATA
MOD_L COMPON}2_I': FOR_IRD ATTACH - PSI6
GENERAL DESCDIFTION: On SRB, forward _B-ET attach
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 /
DRAWING NO.: VC77-000002
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCAL_ MODEL SCALE
Hei_t, _-. 9.50 o.0950
Inner:
Length, In, @ XB = _.70 4/_.28 0.h43
Width, In. 16.00 0.160
J
Outer:
Ler_th, In. @ XB = 442.70 23.85 0.239
Width, In. ii.00 0.110
/7
O0000001-TSF12
TABLE III. - Conclud_d
MuDEL DIMEN;_ION_[, L}A']'A
_o,ELCOMPO,ENT:_.-'_'T,._,.--O,.,:,_.,.,_




DIMENSIONS' FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length = _Z.t 0 .'_.._
I










f" [_" -- _C ('TABLE IV. MP5BLOWING__Y.,rEMSEI PRE._IJRE,
.I _
.l
@,,. _/.¢./o - 77 _/
/v'+_"- "7A "
/_/-_- ,- "< /v'"
,. ----. ...
O0000001-TSGOI
TABLE V[.- BASE AND I_ODYFLAP PRESSURETAP LUCATIUN
}';]
4 _ '_' ' "m k ' ' ..... '_'" _'' " -- "'............... ° " " 0(JUuuuuu-------'-_'_ TSG02
1 _-_-::7;7 .....,__;-If, . .-_-................ ._+-.,...,.-..... :+ ,, .,: , ,.,.-+--_--............._r;.]-7;'7:,__7_-- ,:,r ',,, -_...... _...... .... . ...+ +., ... .: +_/ ',':"_'#. ... _ _"+"/-:">_':_;illi " -*_"""+'
".................. TSG03:+.....' + :,:>:" ' .........' ......_' 00000001-
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